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**Object:**

1. WMC 50 year class pin that belonged to Elsie Treichler Reedy, WMC 1901 (pin awarded in 1951); gold tone with image of a female angel and child, name of college and "FORWARD" on the front; the back reads: "Elsie T. Reedy, M.D./1901-1951"

2. WMC/MCP pendant with chain: gold tone with "WMC/MCP/125/1850" and the college seal; these were given to alumnae/i in 1975 in celebration of the 125th anniversary of the founding of the college; this belonged to the donor, WMC 1960

**Date:** 1951 and 1975

**Artist or Maker:**

**Material:**

**Dimensions:**

**Condition:**

**Additional Comments:** The donor purchased #1 at a garage sale. Considered w/3 other objects.